
Before: Challenges & Opportunities

Absence of comprehensive systems for inventory management and production planning.


Non-availability of real-time data like accounts, manufacturing units data.


To manufacture functionalized polymers on a commercial scale while maintaining precise quality control.


Requirement of an integrated digital platform to accurately and efficiently manage sales, inventory, procurement, and financial accounting.


Need of customer relationship management software for facile lead generation.

SAP Business One is a robust enterprise resource planning solution specially designed for small and medium scale industries, which 

simplifies complex business operations.


SAP ERP helps to improve the results of different processes such as Purchase, Inventory, Accounts, and Sales with real-time connectivity.


Cinntra’s IT solutions facilitate ERP implementation, custom development, and support with a 100 % success rate in SAP Business One 

implementation.


SAP authorized and award-winning Cinntra Infotech was the right fit for the organization due to their extensive specialisation in state-of-

the-art SAP B1 solutions & crystal clear track record of successful ERP implementations.

Cinntra Infotech’s highly specialized intelligent enterprise add-ons (Bar Code, Job work solution, Quality Management, Dealer Management, 

Billing Wizard, POS integration, Web Portal, and more) with SAP Business One, act as a one-stop solution; addressing the challenges of the 

Manufacturing Industry.


Cinntra's team of experts performs business-specific R&D with the vision to deliver solutions that not only meet the business requirement 

for today but also continue to fulfill the customers' needs in the near future.


Above all, Cinntra’s engineered smart Customer Relationship Management module add-on has the potential to transform the way, PLUSS, 

do business lead generation.

Why SAP and Cinntra Infotech

After the implementation of SAP B1 by Cinntra, the PLUSS now has intuitive real-time reporting that provides an exact snapshot of the 

performance across multiple departments, which helps management to take result-oriented decisions.


With Cinntra’s QC add-on, the Quality Control processes effectively maintained the quality of the product.


Automated alerts help in sales and purchase management.


Integration of Cinntra’s advanced CRM module made the lead generation process of PLUSS streamlined.

Admin can view report dashboards on any device to analyze key business insights and trends.


Smooth production operations with closed coordination between sales, production planning, quality control.

After: Automated Processes with Quality Control Add-on Feature Partner

Speed up daily manufacturing operations seamlessly with 
 implemented by Cinntra Infotech

SAP 
Business One

PLUSS, founded in 1994, is a well-established material research 

and manufacturing company. They are working in the domain 

of Speciality Polymeric Properties and Phase Change Materials 

for thermal energy storage. Right from the establishment, the 

company has seen exponential growth in recent years. With 

solid roots, the company is now poised to make a global impact 

with its innovative products.

Customer Name - 

PLUSS


https://pluss.co.in/


Industry - 


Materials Research & Manufacturing Company


Featured Solutions -


SAP Business ONE With QC & CRM Add-Ons


https://pluss.co.in/

